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Generic structure

 goal/aims : states what is to be  done/showing the purpose

Materials: listed in order of  use, includeds item needed to completed task/telling 

the needed materials

Method: a series of steps  to achieve the purpose

Procedure text is a text that show a process in order.

The social function of procedure text is to tell or describe the reader

how to do or make something through a sequence of series

Types of procedure

Text that instruct how to do a particular activity : receipe, rules of

games,science experiement, road safety rules.

 text that instruct how to operate things, how to operate appliance,a

machine, computer, etc.

 the most common of procedure text is a receipe



LANGUAGE  FEATURES

Using actionVerb: ( cut, twist, hold etc)

Using imperative sentence

Using simple present Tense: (do this, do

that)

Linking words to do with time( first,

when, then) are used connect the text

Detail information or how (carefully, with

the scissors); where( from the top) when

(after)



How to make a cup of coffee

Materials needed:

1. Ground Coffee Black 1 Sdm

2. Sugar

3. Cocoa powder 1/2 tsp

Steps to Make Black Coffee:

1.Heat the water to the fire was not too small and not too big.

2. If the water is hot or nearly ripe black insert coffee powder into the water 

and then stir until boiling and then enter the cocoa powder.

3. Prepare the coffee filter of fine fabrics, and the cup was.

4. Pour coffee Black Heat earlier to the one mug of filter coffee was then start 

another Black to mug up high lift

5. mug when filtering and do repeatedly until foaming black coffee.

6. Prepare a cup with sugar then strain again for the last time into a cup of 

sugar which has been prepared. Ornamental Coffee with everything as you 

like. The taste will be different depending on the coffee powder you use.



HARD POWER

head the water: Panaskan air

stir until boiling: aduk hingga  air 

mendidih

starin: saring

Ornamental Coffee: Hias kopi









Link Video: how to make a cup of 

coffee

1. https://youtu.be/D1PWXjTDKGE 


